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	2018-7-30 Microsoft MB2-711 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE New Updated Today! Following are some new MB2-711 Real

Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest MB2-711 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCD) 113Q&As

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/mb2-711.html2.|2018 Latest MB2-711 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_Rods1psbjUSRRuDvA8x_w_O7FxoC8aC?usp=sharingQUESTION 56You

configure dawns-based authentication as part of your Internet-facing deployment environment.Which kind of data is synchronized

between the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Server and Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS)?A.    federation metadataB.   

Microsoft Dynamics CRM metadataC.    encrypted user passwordsD.    Kerberos authentication ticketsAnswer: DQUESTION 57

You create an isolated replica of your Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 production environment to be used for development. You

have a backup of the production database.You need to replicate the environment.Which two steps should you perform? Each correct

answer presents part of the solution.A.    Restore the backup to a new Microsoft SQL Server.B.    Import the organization database

into the production deployment.C.    Restore the backup to the production Microsoft SQL Server.D.    Import the organization

database into a new deployment.Answer: BDQUESTION 58You are the administrator for a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016

deployment that includes five servers and 500 users running the Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook client on their personal

devices.Your company is preparing a business continuity plan.You need to document how Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 updates

are applied.Which option should you choose?A.    Updates applied to one Microsoft Dynamics CRM server are synchronized to the

other Microsoft Dynamics CRM servers on the deployment automatically.B.    Most updates are cumulative, only the latest update

needs to be applied.C.    Updates applied to one Microsoft Dynamics CRM server are synchronized to PCs running the Microsoft

Dynamics CRM for Outlook client automatically.D.    Updates are not cumulative, all released updates must be installed in order of

release.Answer: CQUESTION 59You work as a Microsoft Dynamics CRM system administrator for a company. The company has

500 users. User devices have a variety of operating systems, office products, and other software components installed.You need to

install Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook on user devices that have fully supported software components.Which three options

can you use? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.A.    Microsoft Office 2007. Internet Explorer 10, and Windows 8.1

B.    Microsoft Office 2010, Internet Explorer 10, and Windows Server 2012C.    Microsoft Office 2010. Internet Explorer 11, and

Windows 8.1D.    Microsoft Office 2013. Internet Explorer 9. and Windows 10E.    Microsoft Office 2016, Internet Explorer 1L and

Windows 10Answer: BCEQUESTION 60You manage a Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 environmentYou want to create a training

environment for your organization which you will update frequently.You need to maintain the test environment in a constant state of

readiness and relevance to the organization.What should' you do?A.    Let training users work directly in the production

environment.B.    Use the sample database provided with Microsoft Dynamics CRM.C.    Redeploy production databases to a

training environment.D.    Use a trial Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online instance with production data.Answer: CQUESTION 61

You are installing Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 and you have one Application Server and one Microsoft SQL Server. You need

to use the correct privileges on the SQL Server for the account used to perform the installation. Which two privileges should you

select? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.A.    setupadminB.    local administratorC.    sysadminD.    serveradmin

Answer: CDQUESTION 62Your organization has deployed two Microsoft Dynamics CRM 2016 organizations, one as a production

environment and one as a development environment.You need to access both organizations with the Microsoft Dynamics CRM for

Outlook client to ensure all functionality works as designed.How can you configure access to the two organizations?A.    Microsoft

Dynamics CRM for Outlook supports multiple organizations and both organizations can be configured for offline access.B.   

Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook supports multiple organizations but only one can be configured for offline access.C.   

Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook supports multiple organizations but Offline mode is only available when only one

organization has been configured.D.    Microsoft Dynamics CRM for Outlook does not support multiple organizations. You need

two separate computers to be able to connect to both organizations.Answer: AQUESTION 63You install Microsoft Dynamics CRM

2016 on-premises for a call center with three shifts.- The day shift has 340 agents.- The evening shift has 350 agents.- The night shift

has 500 agents.- The organization uses a total of 575 devices for all staff, managers, and senior management.- The nature of the

work is secured to the facility; no one works from outside the office.You need to determine the appropriate number of licenses.

What is the appropriate number of licenses?A.    575 Device LicensesB.    575 User LicensesC.    1,190 User LicensesD.    500

Device LicensesAnswer: CQUESTION 64You are the primary technical resource for an enterprise deployment of Microsoft

Dynamics CRM 2016 on-premises that has 300 seats.You are asked about hardware requirements for Microsoft SQL Server.You

need to make the appropriate recommendation.What are the hardware requirements for SQL Server for this organization?A.   
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Dual-core x64 architecture 1.5 GHz processor, 4 GB RAM. and SAS RAID 0 hard disk arrayB.    Dual-core x64 architecture 1.5

GHz processor, 4 GB RAM. and SAS RAID 5 hard disk arrayC.    Intel Xeon Phi Coprocessors, 64-GB RAM, and PCI Express

Solid State StorageD.    Quad-core x64 architecture 2 GHz AMD Opteron processor. 16-GB RAM, and SAS RAID 5 hard disk array

Answer: AQUESTION 65Your organization decides to install Microsoft Dynamics CRM on-premises in North America and uses

Microsoft Dynamics CRM Online to support its European operations.You will need to share customizations including report

definitions.You need to be able to share report definitions between both the North American and European operations.What should

you consider when sharing report definitions between an on-premises installation and an Online installation?A.    You must install

the Microsoft Dynamics CRM Reporting Extensions when creating the reB.    Reports must be created using Transact-SQLC.   

Reports must be created using Fetch XMLD.    You must use Microsoft Power BI for all reports.Answer: CQUESTION 66You

need to limit the number of asynchronous jobs that can be queued by Microsoft Dynamics CRM.Which tool should you use?A.   

System SettingsB.    Windows PowerShellC.    Configuration WizardD.    Deployment Manager.Answer: A
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